Investigation of a Short-Range Underwater Acoustic Communication Channel for MAC Protocol Design
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Abstract—Mobile swarms of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) have exciting potential for extending current AUV applications and adding new possibilities to the working environment of the oceans. For swarm operations to occur, fast reliable communication between all vehicles within the swarm is needed.

The challenge for underwater communication is the very different and unique characteristics of the channel compared to the terrestrial environment. Acoustic communication has been the typical physical layer technology used for underwater operations and has experienced significant research and progress over the last few decades, however this focus has been predominately on longer range acoustic channels.

The work presented in this paper is to determine the critical parameters of an underwater acoustic communication channel for the evaluation and development of a new MAC Protocol designed for short range communication between vehicles operating within a swarm. This paper provides a review of the essential channel characteristics and the modelling currently in use for this purpose, highlighting the difference for short range operations. It then assesses the electro-acoustic interface with investigation into the parametric relationship between digital modulation requirements and short range channel characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Oceans, which cover over 70% of the earth’s surface, are being looked at in a new light as they become a source of future resource potential as well as a source of information about the earth’s carbon ecosystem and it affect on climate change. To unlock the oceans secrets there are major projects and research being undertaken around the world to develop technologies required to operate within the oceans. The development of small autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) has been rapid over the last decade and there are several operating now as single units [1], [2]. Swarms of these vehicles are yet to be realised as methods to communicate between each other very quickly and precisely are needed. The vehicles within swarm operations can work as closely as 10 m but depending on different mission requirements may operate to more than 300 to 500 m. The requirements for collaborative communication are to avoid collisions within the swarm and with objects in the swarms path as well as to facilitate improved operations by building on the ability to operate as a team which would give a swarm of vehicles much more potential than any single vehicle working on its own.

The MAC layer protocol is a vital component for any communication system, responsible for maximising network throughput while minimising energy consumption which are critical factors for the development of a mobile swarm communication system. However to develop a MAC protocol it is necessary to understand the short range acoustic channel to leverage any potential advantages in channel utilisation.

The physical layer acoustic channel characteristics are well documented but have focused predominately on longer range communication, from 500 m to over 20 km. More recent work has begun to looked at shorter range operation predominately for multi hop purposes [3], [4], [5].

The communication performance for underwater wireless links have been shown to exhibit frequency, spacial and time-varying characteristics that are strongly dependent on the variability of the underwater channels themselves, and these are presented in Section 2. Specific reference to how these characteristics vary at shorter ranges will be discussed. Section 3 then develops the sonar equations for short range propagation with an analysis of the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) for short range and comparisons to longer range analysis. Section 4 evaluates the probability of bit error and date rate characteristics for varying channel and physical layer parameters. The paper concludes with identifying the critical parameters for short range underwater acoustic data communication.

II. UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC CHANNEL

An AUV swarm network can be likened to a wireless sensor network (WSN) in many of its features including its communication functionality. AUV’s are deployed as spatially distributed autonomous sensor nodes and are required to self-organise to perform collaborative monitoring and search functions as is the case for WSN. The underwater acoustic channel however has some fundamental differences to RF channel which require essentially new designs of the MAC protocol. In particular, the acoustic channel introduces a very high propagation delay which is 0.67 ms/m (compared to RF of 3.33 ns/m in air). RF, underwater, even at low frequencies suffers from extreme attenuation due to conductive seawater and high rates of absorption that has predominately eliminated its use for underwater communications. In addition, underwater communication channel characteristics change more dynamically than in terrestrial channels due to its attenuation,
noise and thermal profiles [6] as will be presented in this section.

A. Source Level - Transmitter Power

An acoustic source is defined in terms of the pressure level at a distance of 1 m (area at 1 m is $12.6 m^2$). The acoustic intensity of the reference wave for sea water is:

$$I_{ref} = \frac{(P_{ref})^2}{\rho \times c} (Wm^{-2})$$

using a reference pressure level ($P_{ref}$) of 1 $\mu$Pa and $\rho$ the density of the medium and $c$ the speed of sound.

$$SL_{tx} = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_{tx}/12.6 \times d}{I_{ref}} \right) dB \tag{1}$$

where $d$ is depth in meters, $P_{tx}$ is the total power consumed by the projector.

B. Propagation Loss

An acoustic propagating signal underwater experiences two major propagation losses; spreading and absorption. Spreading loss is due to the weakening of the sound signal as it geometrically spreads outward from the source. The absorption or attenuation loss represents predominately the effects of absorption of sound waves as they propagate outward varying linearly with range and so is expressed as dB per unit distance. Propagation or Transmission Loss (TL) thus can be written as follows with $\alpha(f, d, t)$ referring to the absorption coefficient.

$$TL(r, f, d, t) = k \times 10 \log(r) + \alpha(f, d, t) \times r \times 10^{-3} \tag{2}$$

where $r$ is range in m, and $k$ the spreading factor ($k=1$-cylindrical, =2-spherical)

C. Absorption Loss

Extensive measurements of absorption losses over the last half century has lead to several empirical formula which take into account frequency, salinity, temperature, pH, depth and speed of sound. A popular version is Thorp’s expression [7], [8], Equation 3, which is valid for frequencies from 100 Hz to 1 MHz and is based on seawater with salinity of 35%ppt, pH of 8, temperature of 4°C and depth of 0 m (atmospheric pressure, depth is assumed but not stated by Thorp). These values are used as reference if not stated.

$$\alpha(f) = \frac{0.11 f^2}{1 + f^2} + \frac{44 f^2}{4100 + f^2} + 2.75 \times 10^{-4} f^2 + 0.0033 dB/km \tag{3}$$

$$\alpha(f, d, t) = A_1 f_1 f^2 + A_2 f_2 f^2 + A_3 f_3 f^2 \tag{4} dB/km$$

The Fisher and Simmons model, Equation 4, includes the relaxation frequencies of Boric acid and (MgSO$_4$)$_2$ molecules as $f_1, f_2$ respectively, and use coefficients 'A' to represent the effects of temperature, and 'P' coefficients represent depth. These can be found in several references [7], [9], [10].

The absorption loss term is shown in Figure 1 with a comparison of the two absorption coefficient models described, and two frequency levels, and shows that $\alpha$ increases with increasing frequency at any fixed temperature and depth and increases with increasing range.

It can be seen that the Thorp model shows a conservative value for the ranges and frequencies of interest up to 300 m. The Fisher and Simmons model for a particular frequency however provides some insight into the variations due to depth and temperature. In the region below 100 kHz, temperature change has a more significant affect on $\alpha$ than depth [11], but above these frequencies depth begins to dominate [9], [10]. Sehgal [10] showed that at higher frequencies above 300 kHz, Thorps model predicts lower losses as the relaxation frequencies, developed and introduced by Fisher and Simmons, are not included.
D. Transmission Loss

Figure 1 and 2 show the propagation losses against range, for longer and shorter ranges respectively, separated into the two Transmission Loss terms, Spreading and Absorption. For very short range communication the contribution of the absorption term is less significant than the spreading term as can be seen in Figure 2. As range increases, Figure 1, the absorption term begins to dominate and therefore any variations in $\alpha$ also becomes more significant.

The two important characteristics for overall transmission loss at short range using the two models, Thorp and Fisher and Simmons, are:

- at shorter ranges, spherical spreading loss dominates over absorption loss, and thus the "k" term has a significant impact on the attenuation of the signal at very short range, and
- at a range in the order of 300 m the absorption loss at 70 kHz exceeds that at 40 kHz by approximately 3dB (which can also be seen in Figure 1) and as range increases the difference also increases, effectively meaning that the communication channel is strongly band-limited and available bandwidth is a decreasing function of range.

E. Noise

There are three major contributors to noise underwater: ambient or background noise of the ocean; self noise of the vehicle and the intermittent site dependent noise. Ambient and self-noise will be investigated below with intermittent sources, such as ice cracking, biological and seismic events, not included as they are more readily able to be filtered out [12].

Ambient Noise in the ocean has been well defined [13], having a continuous power spectrum density (psd) and a Gaussian distribution of amplitude. It is made up of four components, each having a dominating influence in different portions of the frequency spectrum. In general, the ambient noise psd decreases with increasing frequency, refer to Figure 3. At a frequency over 100 kHz (depending on wind state), the ambient thermal noise component begins to dominate and the overall noise psd begins to increase.

- Turbulence noise influences only the very low frequency regions $f < 10$Hz: $10\log N_{\text{turb}}(f) = 17 - 30\log(f)$
- Shipping noise dominates the 10 - 100Hz region and has defined a shipping activity factor of s whose value ranges from 0 to 1 for low to high activity respectively: $10\log N_{\text{ship}}(f) = 40 + 20(s-0.5) + 26\log(f) - 60\log(f + 0.03)$
- Wave and other surface motion caused by wind and rain is a major factor in the mid frequency region of 100Hz - 100kHz where wind speed is given by w in m/s (1m/s is 2 knots): $10\log N_{\text{wind}}(f) = 50 + 7.5w^{1/2} + 20\log(f) - 40\log(f + 0.4)$
- Thermal noise becomes dominate over 100kHz: $10\log N_{\text{th}}(f) = -15 + 20\log(f)$

where $f$ is in kHz.

Ambient Noise power also decreases with increasing depth as the distance from the surface and therefore shipping and wind noise becomes more distant as documented in Caruthers [14] showing noise can be 9dB higher in swallow water. However as the vehicles are working in close proximity there is an expectation that there will always be a level of shipping noise associated with other vehicles in the swarm, irrespective of the operating depth, although this will have limited affect on the frequency range above 10kHz as can be seen in Figure 3, with ‘s’ the shipping factor.

Self noise is defined as the noise generated by the vehicle itself as the platform for receiving signals. This noise can reach the hydrophone mounted on the AUV either through the mechanical structure or through the water passing over the hydrophone. In general, as with ambient noise, there is decreasing levels of self noise with increases in frequency but self noise is also significantly affected by speed with decreasing noise spectra when the vessels are travelling at slower speeds or are stationary [13], [15]. The self noise of different size and types of vehicles are as varied as there are vehicle designs [16]. There is very little published research on available values of self noise on underwater vehicles.

Holmes [2] at WHOI recently looked at the self noise of REMUS, a torpedo shape AUV, used as a towed array. Values as high as 130 dB re $1\mu$Pa at 1m directly aft of the vehicle at $f$=1 kHz and moving a 3 knots were recorded. AUV’s would typically radiate less noise in free operating conditions compared with tethered conditions. Also, with the potential slower speed operations in a swarm and higher communication system frequencies there is significant questions as to how much self noise will be representative of realistic operating conditions.

F. Multi-path

For digital communication systems, multi-path is another form of propagation loss through fading of the signal and can also cause inter-symbol interference (ISI) at the receiver which
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is a significant issue for acoustic underwater communication due to the latency of propagation [17]. There are two major mechanisms responsible for creating these multi-paths and these are reverberation (reflections and scattering) and ray bending [13], [18], [19]. Multi-path formation is different in deep and shallow water. Shallow water being dominated by reverberation whereas deep water by ray bending.

These differences are reflected in the breadth of multipath models. More recent work is attempting to use statistical methods to characterize this time variant channel [20], [21], [22]. Alternative work has classified the deep underwater channel to be Ricean fading, since the sea surface and sea floor represent fixed scatterers in the acoustic medium. However, experiments show that the behaviour of the channel depending on the conditions can be either a Ricean or a Rayleigh channel. In conditions with stronger winds and shallower waters, the channel behaves as a Rayleigh fading channel. The shallower the channel and closer to the surf zones generally the poorer the performance [9]. Fading and ISI are not considered in this piece of work but will be included when more complex specific channel conditions are considered and time, frequency and spacial dynamics are taken into account.

III. ACOUSTIC CHANNEL MODEL

The dynamics and variability of parameters underwater means that there is no one distinctive acoustic environment and therefore no 'typical' underwater acoustic communication channel [6], and therefore no 'one' model to fit all scenarios. Thus the need for comparatively simple equations representing the average sound field, while retaining dependence upon the principal features of the environment, is appropriate for first order approximations of a system response and the passive sonar equations have served this purpose [13], [19], [23], [24].

A. Sonar Equations

The acoustic link budget uses basic sonar theory to estimate the signal to noise ratio at the receiver. The source level is determined by:

$$SL_{tx}(P_{tx}) = 170.8 + 10\log P_{tx} + 10\log \eta_{tx} + DI_{tx} \quad dB$$ (5)

where $P_{tx}$ represents the electrical power supplied to the antenna; $\eta_{tx}$ is the electro-acoustic efficiency of the projector; and DI the directivity index representing the gain in the projector. Projector and hydrophone directivity can significantly influence the number of signal paths and therefore is very important [17] to investigate, however in this work DI is assumed to be 0dB representing omni-directional transceivers.

The received signal level $SL_{rx}$ based on a single path value is thus:

$$SL_{rx}(r, f, d, t, P_{tx}) = SL_{tx}(P_{tx}) - TL(r, f, d, t) + 10\log \eta_{rx} + DI_{rx}$$ (6)

Therefore, the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) observed at the receiver over a range $r$ is evaluated using the noise characteristics found above.

$$SNR(r, f, P_{tx}, w, s, \text{selfnoise}, B) = \frac{SL_{rx}(r, f, d, t, P_{tx})}{\sum N(f, w, s, \text{selfnoise}) * B}$$ (7)

where $B$ is the receiver bandwidth.

The SNR for various short range transmission scenarios has been evaluated using MATLAB, and illustrate the expected range and frequency dependences. Figure 4 to 6 show that there is an optimal frequency that changes with range. Figure 4 and 5 compares the affect on SNR with changing $P_{tx}$ and shows at 300m, the SNR reduces from 0dB to -10dB as the $P_{tx}$ reduces from 100mW to 10 mW at 30kHz which is around optimal. Practical underwater acoustic modems vary in their sensitivity with some able to retrieve a signal at -3dB but
would be unable at -10dB. As referenced earlier, variations in $P_{tx}$ need to consider the trade-off between benefits gained from signal strength against noise and fading, and will be included in later work.

B. Frequency Dependent Component of SNR

As maximising throughput is a major aim for this work, utilising the full capacity of the channel is essential and therefore bandwidth utilisation and optimising SNR are critical factors. Thus, determining the best carrier frequency is critical in this process. This section focuses on choosing the optimum carrier frequency based on the optimal SNR and then establishes bandwidth potential.

The frequency dependent portion of the SNR is the $TL(r,f,d,t)N(f,w,s)$ product. Since SNR is inversely proportional to $\sum N(f, w, s)$ factor, the $1/TL(r,f,d,t)N(f,w,s)$ term is used to find the maximum value of frequency for range and is illustrated in Figure 6. Several authors have presented this for longer range, above 500 m [25], [26], [27]. The two absorption models (Section IIC) present similar responses and optimum frequencies (with minor variations) under similar conditions. Figure 6 does demonstrate that for a particular range (say 100 m) there is a dramatic variation in the response curve when the wind state is changed from 0 to 2 m/s. This is a result of SNR decreasing as the Noise term increases with increasing wind. As frequency increases, the SNR increases as the ratio between the increasing TL and decreasing Noise occurs as frequency increases. As range increases above 700 m, not shown here, the absorption term becomes more significant, reducing the affect of the Noise term and therefore the wind parameter. Shipping variations are not included in these figures as its effect is minor in the frequency range above 10 kHz.

As the range increases there is an increasing deviation between the models. The Fisher and Simmons model provides higher optimum frequencies due to the inclusion of the relaxation frequency of boric acid and magnesium sulphate. This variation is expected to occur due to the increasing significance of the TL term compared to the Noise term (which is not effected by range) as range increases.

C. Channel Bandwidth

To determine system bandwidth a heuristic of 3dB around the optimum frequency has been used [10], [27], [28]. Following a similar method to [28] the bandwidth will be determined ±3dB around the optimum frequency $f_{o}(r,d,t)$ which has been chosen as the center frequency. Such that $f_{min}(r,d,t)$ is the frequency when $TL(r,d,t,f_{o}(r,d,t))N(f_{o}(r,d,t)) - TL(r,d,t,f)N(f) \geq 3$ holds true and similarly for $f_{max}(r,d,t)$ when $TL(r,d,t,f_{o}(r,d,t))N(f_{o}(r,d,t)) - TL(r,d,t,f)N(f) \geq 3$ is true. The system bandwidth $B(r,d,t)$ is therefore determined by:

$$B(r,d,t) = f_{max}(r,d,t) - f_{min}(r,d,t)$$  (8)

Thus, for a given range, there exists an optimal frequency from which a range dependent 3dB bandwidth can be determined as illustrated in Figure 6. Both the optimal carrier frequency and the 3dB system bandwidth decreases as range increases. The higher ranges from 500 m is included here to correlate values obtained by Chen [27]. Changing k, t, d, and the two absorption models did change the optimum frequency and bandwidth by a minimal amount at short range. Despite this, these parameters should not necessarily be ignored as even between the two models there are a consistent 2-3 kHz centre frequency difference and a 2 kHz difference in bandwidth with ranges up to 1km.

![Fig. 6. 3dB Bandwidth](image)

The major changes affecting the 3dB channel bandwidth are due to changes in range between transmitter and receiver and with wind variations. Range variations may have been more expected as it is a major parameter in the numerator of the SNR, where optimal frequency and bandwidth decreases as range increases. The wind parameter is interesting as it plays its part in dramatically changing the optimal frequency especially at lower ranges and with it the bandwidth. At lower ranges of 50 m, the optimal frequency change for a wind condition change from 0 to 2 m/s was almost double, from 40 to 72 kHz whereas at 1km there was virtually no frequency change. This translated to a more than doubling of the bandwidth at low ranges.

D. Short Range Acoustic Channel Challenges

Thus, the challenges that are imposed by an underwater acoustic channel which will have an impact on the MAC design include:

- the low propagation speed which results in high propagation delay that will directly affect time synchronisation and localisation. This in turn can degrade a MAC’s collision detection/avoidance functionality and therefore ultimately reduce throughput. At shorter distances the variability of the speed due to temperature, depth and salinity are significantly lower than at longer ranges and
thus a MAC protocol can focus on the high delay rather than both high and variable delays,

- a high bit error rate is expected due to the significant multi-path propagation and fading that any acoustic communication underwater will be required to work with. Multi-path and fading are range dependent which may provide some advantages for shorter range communication. In any case the MAC protocol design will need to respond to these channel conditions to ensure conductivity while conserving power,

- limitations due to reliance on battery power that, due to underwater operation is difficult to recharge or replace. For shorter ranges there will be some advantages as the attenuation due to propagation losses would be expected to be less significant, however as shown in Figure 1 this does not appear to change significantly until after approximately 1 km due to the dominance of the spreading factor. If this is the case then Directivity Index (DI) will play a more significant role at short range and the MAC protocol will need to take this into account. Energy conserving methods will remain critical at any range and thus the MAC design will need to incorporate these, and

- limited bandwidth resulting from a low optimal carrier frequency which will severely reduce the available data rates. As seen in Figure 6 these are dependent on range and at shorter ranges there is a higher optimal carrier frequency and bandwidth which is beneficial, however, these values are still significantly small in comparison to RF.

IV. Rate-Range Characteristics

The electro-acoustic interface in the transmitter and receiver are modelled to complete the insight into the limitations of the physical layer system and to define design criteria for MAC protocols. For the short range communication required here, establishing the Probability of Bit Error (BER) and the relationship between the effective data rate and range can identify critical parameters so that within MAC design, optimal network throughput can be achieved while minimising energy consumption in each vehicle.

A. Probability of Bit Error

Given the acoustic channel characteristics and model developed in Section II and III, the probability of bit error, which is well known for FSK and QPSK modulation techniques [29], can be calculated under varying channel parameters. Firstly, the \( \frac{E_b}{N_o} \) can be found from the SNR by:

\[
\frac{E_b}{N_o} = SNR(r, f, P_{tx}, w, s, selfnoise, B) \times \frac{B_c}{R_b}
\]  
(9)

where \( R_b \) is the bps and \( B_c \) is the channel bandwidth. Equation 10 and 11 are the uncoded BER for BPSK/QPSK and FSK respectively:

\[
QPSK : \quad BER = \frac{1}{2} e^{r} f \left[ \frac{E_b}{N_o} \right]^{1/2}
\]  
(10)

\[
FSK : \quad BER = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{E_b}{2 N_o} \right) \right)
\]  
(11)

Figure 7 shows the BER vs range at a fixed bandwidth of 10 kHz for variations in channel parameters using QPSK and a comparison with FSK modulation. A change in transmitter power \( P_{tx} \) from 10 mW (green) to 30 mW (red) illustrates the reductions in bit error rate with other parameters the same. The remaining curves use \( P_{tx}=10 \) mW. An increase in the temperature (depth not shown as not found significant) also reduces the bit error probability. On the other hand increases in frequency and wind factor increases the probability of bit error. Alternatively, if the BER is set at \( 10^{-5} \) then with an increase in transmitter power from 10 to 30 mW the range increases by approximately 175 m or if the wind factor reduces from 10 m/s to 0 the range increases by approximately 50 m.

B. Rate-Range

The effective data rate \( R_{eff} \) is determined from the maximum frame transmission rate \( FTR_{max} \) and the frame error rate (FER). Using the probability of bit error found in the last section and the frame size \( L \), the \( FER = 1 - (1 - BER)^L \). This gives the actual frame transmission rate \( FTR = 1 - FER \) such that the effective data rate can then be calculated by:

\[
R_{eff} = (FTR \times FTR_{max}) \times L
\]  
(12)

Figure 8 illustrate the effective bit rate expected under the variations that were explored in Figure 7, while Figure 9 determines the extent of change on the effective bit rate due to changes in packet size. Modifying the transmitter power appears to be a good control of error rates in the channel but the trade-off with the energy consumption will be an issue. Changing frequency bands in response to changing channel conditions can also improve performance as was shown for FSK working at longer ranges by Parrish [30] but a trade-off with complexity of hardware and software in the acoustic...
transducer will need to be considered. There are minor changes in range for error free transmission with increases in depth but temperature changes can change the error free range by up to 25 m. It is clear to see at the bit level the range dependency on frequency, wind, and the various absorption coefficient parameters for short range underwater acoustic communication systems. Figure 9, shows the change in effective bit rate based on changes in packet size that is an important parameter in MAC design. The packet sizes used here are based on a proposed adaptive token polling protocol previously developed for use in a swarm of AUV [31].

C. MAC Design Criteria

For acoustic transmission underwater, latency and bandwidth limitations are significant design parameters imposed on the MAC layer. For short range communication amongst a swarm of autonomous vehicles, the significant metrics identified for the acoustic communication channel at short range have been again identified in both the probability of bit error and rate range calculations. Transmitter signal power is particularly important due to the significant improvement in effective data rates and BER for higher ranges and the wind component of the noise parameter has a major impact on the probability of bit error. The sensitivity of carrier frequencies on the BER and data rates can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. More specifically for MAC design is the packet size question and for the parameters being investigated here a shorter packet length is seen to improve effective data rates. These predictions for short range communication have been based on acoustic transmission modelling for longer range (far field) communication and thus testing of these criteria experimentally is in progress.

V. CONCLUSION

Short range underwater acoustic communication is beginning to emerge as an important dimension in the technological developments underwater as both multi-hop network communication as well as communication between vehicles in a swarm of mobile AUV’s is possible. This paper has presented and analysed the sonar equations and underwater acoustic channel specifically for short range communication of 300 m or less. It has also looked at the effect of these channel parameters on the probability of bit error and effective data rates.

There are some interesting comparisons found with results seen for longer range systems. These insights will be essential for improving the design of MAC protocols for short range underwater communication to ensure the utilisation of the full capacity of the channel. There is still further analysis to be done on the time-variability of the acoustic channel at shorter ranges to determine more appropriate ways to deal with the dynamics associated with the time and spacial variations expected when operating in a swarm.

Experimental testing is being set up to validate the conclusions above and this will be presented in future work.
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